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LESSON 1

Day

/

Reading Ⅰ

Storybook pp. 2~9

Vocabulary
Circle the correct words and memorize them.
1.

2.

3.

forest / village

pen / pan

5.

read / lead

6.

clothes / pants

4.

turkey / chick

7.

wealth / poor

8.

pack / peck

feather / wool

Choose the correct words. Then, read the sentences aloud.
1. There is a

village    /    below

2. The birds

peck    /    pen

3. They are making some

pick    /    pen

lead    /    peck

6. She was jealous of her friend’s

4

the tree.

clean    /    clothes

4. He let his sheep out of his
5. Follow me. I can

on the hill.

.
.

the way.

lead    /    wealth

.

Turkey Girl

Comprehension
Choose the best answers based on the story.
1. Where did Turkey Girl lead her turkeys?
ⓐ  into the village
ⓑ  into the market
ⓒ  into the beach
ⓓ  into the hills

My First Aquarium

2. What was the big news?
ⓐ  There was to be a big market in the village.
ⓑ  There was to be a dance festival.
			ⓒ  There was to be a singing competition.
ⓓ  There was to be a car fair.
		
3. What would the dance help?
ⓐ  It would help bring rain and wealth.

Tips for Table Time

ⓑ  It would help the eagles to grow.
ⓒ  It would help the turkeys to be healthy.
			
ⓓ  It would help the people to run.
		
4. What did Turkey Girl want to do?
ⓐ  She wanted to meet the large turkey.
ⓑ  She wanted to see the beautiful dance.

How to Spend and Save Money

			ⓒ  She wanted to raise the cow.
ⓓ  She wanted to buy the turkeys.
					
5. What was Turkey Girl's problem?
ⓐ  She was too busy.
ⓑ  She didn’t have enough money.
ⓒ  She didn’t have fine clothes.
ⓓ  She was very sick.
			

5

Think Aloud
Think about it!
Q

 hat is your favorite festival or holiday? 			
W
Why do you like it?

get lots of gifts             eat delicious food            meet relatives

6

LESSON 2

Day

/
Turkey Girl

Speaking
Sentence Practice
Number the events in the correct order. Then, read the sentences aloud.

My First Aquarium

Long ago, there was a young girl who herded turkeys for her whole village.

Turkey girl told the turkeys that she wanted to go there but 		
she had no fine clothes.

One day, there was big news. There was to be a Dance to 		
Honor the Eagle.
Tips for Table Time

The turkeys pecked at the dress and brushed it with his feathers.

Turkey Girl let the turkeys into the hills to search for food and
each night she led them home.

How to Spend and Save Money

She was so sad. Then the largest turkey told her to help her 		
because she’s been faithful and kind to them.

The day of the dance came. People put on fine clothes and crowns.

7

Retelling
Describe each picture. Then, number them in order.

Expressions
Make your own sentences using the given expressions. Try it!
1.

I don't have~

.
2.

Give us~

.
3.

The dress looks~

.

8

Turkey Girl

Dialogue
Complete the dialogue with the words from the box.

faithful           dirty           sad           beautiful           clothes           ground

:  I’m  

. I can’t go to the dance.

:  You’ve been  

.

My First Aquarium

    I don’t have any fine   

  and kind to us. Now we’ll help you.

:  How can you help me?
:  Give us a   

  dress and put it on the  

:  Wow! The dress looks   

.

  now!  

   Thank you very much.
: You're welcome.
Tips for Table Time

Role Play
Practice the dialogue with your partner.  

Turkey
How to Spend and Save Money

Girl
9

LESSON 3

Day

/

Reading Ⅱ

Storybook pp. 10~16

Vocabulary
Circle the correct words and memorize them.
1.

2.

hairpin / brush
5.

3.

earring /
necklace

coach / cough
6.

leave / choose

4.

eagle / mouse

7.

fly / happen

8.

remember / cry

wing / leg

Choose the correct words. Then, read the sentences aloud.
1. I

brush   /   leave

2. The powder makes me
3. You must

a lot.

the house before 9.

necklace    /    wing

remember    /    brush

6. If you catch a cold, you will

10

catch   /    cough

eagle    /    leave

4. My mother has a diamond
5. She did not

my teeth three times a day.

.

how to solve the math problem.

cough    /    coach

a lot.

Turkey Girl

Comprehension
Read the sentences and check True or False.
      True

      False

2. One turkey coughed up a beautiful necklace.

      True

      False

3. The turkeys asked the girl to come back before lunch.

      True

      False

4. The girl watched the special eagles at the festival.

      True

      False

5.	The girl looked all night but she did not find the turkeys.

      True

      False

My First Aquarium

1. The turkeys brushed the girl with their beaks.

Number the pictures in order and complete the sentences.
wings        remembered        brushed        necklace        coughed        special

beautiful

up a
.

her

The turkeys
with their

Tips for Table Time

One turkey

.

She watched the

the turkeys and she ran from the dance.

eagle dancers, and she ate fine food.

How to Spend and Save Money

Suddenly Turkey girl

11

Think Aloud
Think about it!
Q
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 ave you ever forgotten any important promises? 		
H
What happened?

doing homework

going to friend’s birthday party

seeing a doctor

having an interview

LESSON 4

Day

/
Turkey Girl

Grammar & Writing
Grammar Point
Imperatives

My First Aquarium

Imperatives are used to give commands or instructions.
An imperative uses the base form of a verb.
•Put it on the ground.
•Come back to us.
•Lead us home.

Grammar Practice
Tips for Table Time

Find the errors and rewrite the sentences in imperatives.
1. Closing the window.
.
2. Goes to the classroom.
.
3. Eating your vegetable.
.

How to Spend and Save Money

4. Shared your book with your partner.
.
5. Reads the book together.
.
6. Putting your books on the desk.
.
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Wrap Up
Answer the questions to describe the pictures.
1. Where did Turkey Girl lead the turkeys every day?

2. What was the big news?

3. Why was Turkey Girl sad?

4. How did the turkeys help the girl?
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Turkey Girl

My Writing
Summarize Turkey Girl.  Then, talk about the story.
Use the guided questions next to the table, if needed.

Title                     

My First Aquarium

Where did Turkey
Girl lead the turkeys
every day?

What was the big
news?

Tips for Table Time

Why was Turkey Girl
sad?

How did the turkeys
help the girl?

How to Spend and Save Money

What happened to
the turkeys?
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